Shit Your Dad Thinks
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Work Hard. Have Fun. Make a Difference.
By Talia’s and Royce’s Dad

June 2013

To Royce on his High School graduation and Talia at the 50 yard line
of her college career. I love you and I’m proud to be your dad!
This compendium is a compilation of my thoughts, ramblings and things I’ve wanted to share
and discuss with you as you move toward greater and greater independence and responsibility.
These are honest observations that expose me a bit and they are not always right or wrong.
Some of this was written months or years ago and reflected upon again for this script. Much has
yet to be written.
Know that we love you so much and are so proud of you both. Talia, you have become an
amazing woman. Royce, you are a cool dude and I look forward to what color in life finds you
through your first couple years of college. These four years are incredible opportunities for you
both to grow and develop. Please take advantage of these years as “college students” and don’t
rush to grow up. Be cognizant of this opportunity to develop friendships, experiences, work and
social skills while you have fun and become a more developed “you” in the journey through
“your” life. Also, please make regular efforts to be together while at college and continue to
look out for one another.
Know your best days are ahead of you and while the road ahead will have many curves and ups
and downs as you steer towards your future it will be a great drive.

Be You. Be Kind. Be Audacious!

Take the picture!

A life with no regrets.

Let’s start with no regrets. I’ve made many mistakes and had many successes.
Never did I not recover from the mistakes I made, nor have I been able to preserve
all my success. This is to say; very little you do now will screw you up for life,
just as early success does not mean success will always find you. Keep in mind
that we learn the most from failure, not success.
“Freedom is not worth having if it does not include the freedom to make mistakes.”
― Mahatma Gandhi
Message - Bottom-line is that the harder I work, the luckier I seem to be – funny
how that works. It is good to work hard and make your own way. This is true in
business and in my personal relationships. It takes hard work.

Take your “Action Shots”

Where’s that inner child again?
I was more fun when I was younger and I am working to be more fun again. I
know I can be a complete ass, if someone says something incorrectly to me or I
don’t like where a discussion is going…I can interrupt and fail to be a good partner
whether it’s with you both, mom or a colleague. When I “listen to understand,
rather than to respond” I am much better, happier and more at my best.
Something papa said at our wedding…”never lose your inner child”. I’m
continuing to chase mine - sometimes the “Green Fairy”. Work hard, play hard,
laugh more and don’t ever lose your inner child.
Message - “Most folks are about as happy as they make up their minds to be.”
― Abraham Lincoln

He’s just older!

Planning and building the foundation for your Life.
Advocate for yourself, step through open doors, and even try to open those that are
closed. Advocate for the opportunity to do something by yourself or with a team,
not for something to be given to you. The difference between the salesman who
asks for the account leads vs the person who says I just need a phone and a desk
and ill find my own leads. Meet people in your career field of interest, go visit and
learn. Your path may be changed or reinforced. Everyone should have goals and
aspire to achieve them even if your goal as simple as being a barista. No pressure,
just have goals and dreams that you are prepared to work toward. Life will be
more interesting and you will be too.
Message – Create and/or take advantage of the tools, relationships and the
opportunities that will contribute to your happiness and success in whatever path
you choose in Life. Help others to succeed and push yourself to explore and make
a difference. Set goals in various areas of your life, work hard and aspire to
achieve them, whatever they may be.

Who cares where was Dad back then?
At the current point in both of your lives, you are way ahead of me in so many
ways. For Talia, same place in time, I was headed to California for my 1st year as
an intern and 2nd summer painting the yacht. I had to repay a loan to Grammy for
$750 for an old ’70 Torino GT that she helped me buy for use down there. I had
just transferred to U of O from CU and hadn’t declared my major yet. That 2nd
summer I lived with Greg Burpee in California and we sailed a lot, partied and
laughed a ton.
Royce, I’m not sure I had committed yet to University of Colorado at this time in
1982. You are simply way ahead of me too.
Message – Laugh a lot at this stage of your life. You are really incredible people
and I want to know more about you now as well as your dreams and aspirations.
We raised you both to dream and aspire, so as your dad I will always try to help
you fly. No need for a summer job or other commitments should stand in the way
of your dreaming, aspiring and achieving your goals. You area in the midst of the
four years of your life where expectations are really low, except on school, family
and growing as a person.

Future Craigo…Pacifico…Dad!

College. What it's all about?
Get your degree from the best school you can afford and go into debt if you have to
as this is an investment. This is the one investment outside your home that debt is
a solid investment. The good news is that we want to pay for you to graduate from
University of Oregon (Talia) and Oregon State (Royce). Degrees from these
schools will serve you well in life. The bad news is that we will not pay for more
than four years. Make sure you experience the fun of college while you begin to
own your future. I had fun and when I looked around I realized I had to get my
shit together. My junior year I simply looked for the major that graduated me the
fastest and had some utility in business. I did graduate in four years and paid 30%
of my college costs via a loan had to pay on for the first 5 years out of college.
Message – Just get a degree at UO/OSU and aspire to be self sufficient after
college. Build skills and relationships that will be mutually beneficial throughout
your life. Since we are paying for most everything, we will want to understand the
return on our investment. We will want to see your grades and course work. We
may not say much about what courses you choose, though we want to understand
your course load and direction. These four years should be simply focused on your
education and college experience (friends, adventures, self improvement, growth)
with not a lot of outside distractions.

Women. Men. Dating. Relationships.
It’s early in your relationships and you are only 18 and 20 and my hope is that you
date and kiss many frogs and one becomes your princess or prince some day. Mom
and I are not advocating for either of you to date recklessly or sleep around.
Having kissed and dated a few frogs, your princess or prince will be
overwhelmingly obvious in time. Through this I believe you will live a life with
no regrets, just as mom and I have. You both are such an incredible catch that men
and woman will change their lives for you and want to marry you. As your dad, I
personally recommend don’t miss the experiences/awakenings available to you
during these incredible four years by being side tracked in a long term (and long
distance) relationships. Just my two sense (I know your current loves won’t
appreciate this advice, though I deeply believe it to be true).
I believe you should treasure the relationship you are in now and will have with
each person you date (or next true love) and put them is a special place in your
heart (unless they hurt you…mom and I will handle them then). Hopefully you
will both remain friends with everyone you date and let them grow too. If you are
meant to find each other in the future, then you will. Mom had multiple men lining
up – Pete Cedargreen, Greg Rickman, Chris Passion. Know that there comes a
time at about 23-28 years of age where girls and guys that have dated a bit, realize
who is a catch and who is not. Talia, you especially will start to see men changing
their lives for you and working to reel you in.
Message – We all owe it to ourselves to get it right the first time in marriage. I
hope that you will have experienced enough love and the crazy ups and downs that
go with it to make decisions that will bring you happiness throughout your life. I
turned down at least one marriage proposals to find true love with mom. Being
told you are handsome or beautiful or loved makes your feel special and is always
better that being told you are ugly or demeaned in other ways. I told 2-3 women I
loved them before I met mom. I thought I knew what love was, but learned and
loved so much more when I met mom. Each relationship is a stepping stone to the
best, with lots of curves and ups/downs until you know it right.

Sex, Money and Religion
Remember, sex and money is what couple fights about most. Couples often
marry within their faith or culture, regardless of how strongly one party believes,
your family upbringing will make a huge impression on how you feel about sex,
religion, money or not having either of three. Don’t be afraid to explore,
experience and confirm the happiness you deserve, as you will not want any
regrets in the future.
Message – Be careful, be honest with yourself, learn/do what’s right for you.
Talia, careful with the vcard, I met a ton girls who gave their vcard to a certain guy
that had some goofy amount of control and they were f’d up in the head. Less of
an issue for dudes. It’s a double standard, but I saw it many times over. Careful
where you cash yours so that you can find happiness in the future. Guys can use it
as a control mechanism “imprinting”…think Twilight. There is no such thing as a
born again virgin so use yours wisely and be comfortable with who and where you
cashed it in. Men will grovel, pledge themselves and swear off the world to get in
your heart and your pants. They will wear you down (stay up all night holding
your hand telling you how beautiful, special and wonderful you are) and then strike
when you are most vulnerable. Own the decisions you make, entirely on your
terms.
Royce, don’t be the dude a described above. Please be a good human and respect
the hell out of all women who you date, just as you respect your family and closest
friends.

My Faith. True to Myself. No guilt.
I believe in god and love my relationship with the Holy Spirit, God, and Heavenly
Father. My experience is formed by lots of early guilt trips (none stuck) and
expectations set by others. It seemed I was only worthy if I followed a certain
path. I dated girls in college who said I was never worthy from a spirituality
standpoint if I didn’t become part of their “community”. Do I know the bible as
well as others, do I attend church regularly, do I have a problem with others who
do – all answers are a resounding “No”. I love and respect anyone who finds peace
and guidance though faith. However, the organized bodies of people and organized
religion that give the gift of “community” often balance good with various
amounts of bad – control, inclusion for some with exclusivity of others, guilt,
penance…. Einstein said, “Man would indeed be in a poor way if he had to be
restrained by fear of punishment and hope of reward after death.” Please don’t
live in fear of anything, including the loss of a relationship if it is in any way
conditioned upon your faith. If something doesn’t feel right, it usually isn’t.
Message – We love you and are incredibly proud of you and hope that your lives
are faith based.
For Talia, the example you set for yourself, your YL girls and your family is
impressive. I will continue to be a part of your spirituality as long as you let me. I
think I’d fit in great wherever you worship and I hope I would be just as embraced
as you are. I’m all in for you babe.
For Royce, I hope you find acceptance for any family members or friends whose
lives are centered in their faith, even if they appear too holy at times. Be open to
others “praying for you”. All love, prayers and good wishes should be appreciated.

Our Home.
My friend’s quote about his home feeling like a hotel where he has to pay the guest
to stay there is a funny one (to mom and me). We want you home as often as you
want to be. The days of old with Royce, Mackie, Erin, Darby and all your
collective friends is missed. Our hope is that you have an endless group of friends
coming by the house, when we are there. We have specific expectations regarding
use of the house, use of booze, use of the cars, the boat, the cost of fuel, etc. We
don’t want sleepovers - friends need to go home at night (drive, cab, bike, walk…)
Regarding the “cars not leaving the garage unless you have a job”. This is the
reality of financial obligations in our world today. We need you both to pay 100%
of your expenses this summer. With both of your in school next year, we will
likely be selling the car Talia is driving to help pay for college. Just like for
Preston and so many other friends, your feet, buses, trains and bikes will be your
friend. Not punishment, just the realities of life and decisions we make as parents.
Message – We are all adults and when adults get together they don’t sleep over,
raid the fridge, leave messes – instead we get together, chat, hangout, bring food,
party, clean up and always remember we are a guest of the queen bee inviting us
over (mom in this case). Please do your part in the entire house, yard and your
bedrooms. You both will thrive if you have a better handle on how to push a
broom and the costs to live and enjoy the lives we have and the life you aspire to
have in the future (whatever that may be). We are obviously still figuring this out,
so let’s work together.

Parents. We can’t help loving our kids, want the best and we aren’t perfect.
We will always be there for you with our love, no matter what. We may not like
everything you do and may open our mouths when you feel we shouldn’t. Each
generation of parents looks forward to the opportunity for their kids to walk in
their shoes. It’s hard to be a parent, its fun, its well worth it but it’s never perfect.
The faster we can move from parenting to simply being friends who love and
respect each other and want to spend time together (even though were still your
parents) the more fun the future will be for all of us. Our wisdom is yours to call
upon and our mistakes are yours to witness, learn from and hopefully avoid.
Message – We can’t help loving our kids and only want the best for you. Resilient,
self sufficient, productive and happy children are what we have raised you to be.
We will help your to get there.

Financial Independence.
Taken from many years of experience (successes, mistakes and lucky breaks):
▪ Live beneath your means and always save and invest for the future.
▪ Never gamble money you cannot afford to lose. Remember, the quickest
way to double your money is to fold it over and put it back into your pocket.
▪ If it looks too good to be true, it probably is.
▪ Resist greed, avoid get rich quick schemes and ask expert for advice.
▪ Don’t make a stupid mistake alone twice.
▪ Decide the lifestyle you want and work hard to earn it yourself.
▪ Find a career, not a job. You can and will get fired from jobs.
▪ Make the career something you enjoy and that is capable to supporting your
desired lifestyle.
▪ Don’t make excuses why you can’t start now. The years between 20 and 40
go really quick.
▪ Start now.
Step One: Figure out what minimum wage is?
Step Two: Figure out what foods you want eat, clothes you want to wear, home you
want to live in costs?
Step Three: Figure out what and car you want to drive, vacations you want to take
and other luxuries cost?
Step Four: Consult a few lists such as http://blogs.wsj.com/atwork/2013/04/29/
and-the-highest-paid-college-majors-are/.
Remember:
▪ You don’t need to have this all figured out today. The next 4 years are safe.
▪ You don’t have to have a traditional career on this list. Plenty of ways to pay
bills and be happy.
▪ Have fun and dream about the possibilities.

▪ Prepare. Plan. Aspire and don’t be afraid to pursue your dream.
Step Five: Develop some sort of plan that guides you toward career something you
enjoy and that is capable to supporting your desired lifestyle. Up to 50% of what
you earn will go to pay taxes. Death, taxes and change - 3 constants in Life!

Thoughts from my Life that I felt are important enough to write down.
While still in college:
▪ Work hard, earn your way (whatever that means to you) and never settle for
reasons why you can’t do something, especially when you only need one
reason why you can
▪ Never put yourself in a vulnerable position or risky behavior
▪ Never do what I would disapprove of unless is your choice alone, no peer
pressure...then don’t get caught
▪ Start perfecting yourself, your brand and know that the world rewards hard
work, expertise and kindness inside and out
Starting now and in Life (I’m still working on these and they are important):
▪ Take care of your mind and body, you only get one
▪ When you don't have experience, you better look good and instill
confidence...until you are your own brand, you will be riding for someone
else's
▪ Work harder and smarter than anyone else
▪ Value honest criticism...seek it out
▪ Learn to forgive NEVER hold grudges
▪ Know that wrinkles only go where the smiles have been...Laugh a lot
▪ Let others speak, pause and finish thoughts and words no matter how slow
▪ Listen to understand, before you respond....Breath, Look, Listen
▪ You can learn something from everyone, including an idiot. I've met tons of
republicans, democrats, religious people or atheists that we're complete
idiots and I learned something from each one.
▪ Recognize that a sense of entitlement is as prevalent in suburbia as it is in
poorer neighborhoods – the feeding tubes are simply different (parents’ vs
government). Plan to make it on your own and you will never be beholden.
▪ Think clearly, what is the right thing to do...Is it fair, what is the precedent
▪ Leave ego at the door
▪ Be real and authentic
▪ Get really good at something you enjoy that others will pay you at least
enough cash to enjoy the life style you desire

▪ Remember how much you make, never determines how financially wealthy
you are. It’s how much you spend.
▪ Forget noise and prove naysayers wrong when it comes to your ability to be
happier or make more money than your parents (whoever made that quote is
an idiot)
▪ Never define happiness or success in life by financial reward; it's just a lot
easier having lots of cash
▪ Move more, see more, do more...don't be afraid of the unknown
▪ Travel, see and experience the world around you
▪ True love will find you, there is no need to look for it
▪ When doors get opened by you or for you, step through them, explore and
grow...even if you will leave others behind. If it’s right, you will be reunited
again.
▪ Help others up and it will reward you forever
▪ Push yourselves and know that it is good to both aspire and to achieve
greatness in this world (greatness does not mean financial success)
▪ Never settle, as “stagnation is death”
▪ I’ve always loved this quote: “Two friends being chased by a bear, when
one turned to the other and said, "I just realized that I don't need to outrun
the bear; I only need to outrun you.” Prepare, work hard, have fun and
don’t get eaten by the bear.
Message – Continue to make your own lives that allow you to grow and realize
your dreams, embrace change, learn to be self sufficient ask for help and advice
and make the best decisions you can for you!
Never lose the inner child :)

From Papa – Life is Like Coffee
A group of alumni, highly established in their careers, got together to visit their old
university professor. Conversation soon turned into complaints about stress in work
and life.
Offering his guests coffee, the professor went to the kitchen and returned with a
large pot of coffee and an assortment of cups - porcelain, plastic, glass, crystal,
some plain looking, some expensive, some exquisite - telling them to help
themselves to the coffee.
When all the students had a cup of coffee in hand, the professor said: "If you
noticed, all the nice looking expensive cups have been taken up, leaving behind the
plain and cheap ones. While it is normal for you to want only the best for
yourselves, that is the source of your problems and stress.
Be assured that the cup itself adds no quality to the coffee. In most cases it is just
more expensive and in some cases even hides what we drink. What all of you
really wanted was coffee, not the cup, but you consciously went for the best cups...
And then you began eyeing each other's cups.
Now consider this: Life is the coffee; the jobs, money and position in society are
the cups. They are just tools to hold and contain Life, and the type of cup we have
does not define, nor change the quality of life we live.
Sometimes, by concentrating only on the cup, we fail to enjoy the coffee. Savor the
coffee, not the cups! The happiest people don't have the best of everything. They
just make the best of everything. Live simply. Love generously. Care deeply. Speak
kindly.
- Author Unknown

The Coffee
Work Hard. Have Fun. Make a Difference.
I love you!

